
REGION 2  MINUTES
Meeting called to order at 2;12 pm Saturday, Feb. 13th 2016

Roll Call  chapters present
    4 title town
    6 first wisconsin
    12 headwaters
    20 between the lakes
    35 milwaukee
    29 emailed report
    all 3 region reps
    VP Internal affairs—  Dan Koniewicz
After roll call we discussed several items pertinent to region 2.
   We would like to have chapters 47 and 58 moved to region 3
    and chapter 10 and 29 moved to region 1 or 4 as they are not in our area and 
    have not made any of our meetings.

   Dan spent quite a bit of time with us reorganizing our meeting schedules.We came
   up with ,Oct. a go to meeting.Jan. a go to meeting,Mar. face to face meeting at the Wis.
   Musky Show in Wausau and a go to meeting after the ABM.This should drastically help
   the communication between the board and the chapters.

Motion to approve the 2014 minutes—— passed.

Election of 3 year term was handled by SRR, Robert Petzke and oath of office given to
    Jeff Miller with an unanimous vote.

Discussion on junior program and membership .Everyone was in favor of free junior 
    memberships for a 2 year trial.We would like to see an auto renewal on applications  with a 
    check box for it.

Keyes program was discussed at length and we voted to not continue with them at the $12,500
   contract we have with them. Tuetenberg program was also discussed and we had various 
   ideas on how to handle renewals but no common idea surfaced.

We discussed ideas from the M&M committee and all sounded good.The Musky Shop Ad and 
   possible Joe Bucher sponsorship  were at the head of the list.We would like to see the 
   Membership and Marketing committee split into 2 different groups because there is too much
    happening in both of them .

Motions were discussed and 1,2,3  were ok to vote yes on.Motion 4 was discussed and we 
   agree on the idea of it but not without a price and a contract.So we voted no on it.

Discussion on 2016 budget and explained what happened with it.We changed our initial vote
   of no to a yes so that it could be passed and that they could pay bills.We would like a financial
   statement at each EC meeting (monthly)

Robert Petzke said he could not make ABM so Joe Heil will be acting SRR at the meeting.
Motion to adjourn at 4;25 pm.



   


